Further analysis of the role of calcium in rotavirus morphogenesis.
Previously we reported that calcium plays an important role in the maturation of bovine rotavirus (M. S. Shahrabadi and P. W. K. Lee, 1986. Virology 152, 298-307). We now demonstrate that the formation of mature double-shelled (L) particles was strictly dependent on the concentration of calcium present in the growth medium. The formation of single-shelled (D) particles did not appear to be a calcium-mediated process. Subsequent labeling studies using 45Ca revealed that calcium was incorporated into the L particles but not the D particles. The previously noted decreased level of the outer capsid protein VP7 (42K) in calcium-deprived cultures was now found to be due to the preferential degradation, and not to the impaired synthesis, of this protein in the absence of calcium. It was further demonstrated that calcium had a stabilizing effect on VP7 and that VP7 synthesized in the presence of calcium was not degraded upon subsequent calcium deprivation. Protein degradation during calcium deprivation was apparently limited to the mature form of VP7 since the unglycosylated precursor (pVP7), formed in the presence of tunicamycin, was found to be stable under this condition. Electron microscopic examination of infected cells revealed that in the presence of calcium, virus maturation took place by the budding of viral cores through the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). No such budding was observed in calcium-deprived cells. In these cells mature virions were absent and membrane fragments could be found associated with viral cores or single-shelled particles.